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eMedia Music Partners with Wienerworld Ltd. for UK DVD Distribution  

 

Seattle, WA  May 6, 2008, eMedia Music Corp., publisher of the world’s best-selling and award-winning 

series of guitar tutorial CD-ROMs has partnered with Wienerworld Limited to distribute eMedia’s Essential DVD 

series in the United Kingdom.  This interactive line of instructional DVDs includes eMedia Essential Acoustic 

Guitar, eMedia Essential Rock Guitar and eMedia Essential Bass Guitar. eMedia has taught more than a million 

people to make music using CD-ROM technology. Thanks to DVD, these same award-winning interactive 

methods can now be experienced on your television or portable DVD player.  

 

The Essential DVD titles include dozens of fully interactive lessons per title.  Features include: an animated 

fretboard with right- and left-handed views, eMedia’s exclusive Tri-View Video with close ups, a song based 

curriculum, English or Spanish instruction, tuner, interactive chord charts, music tracking and live performance 

audio. A bonus downloadable toolkit includes the following accessories: metronome, personal digital recorder, 

chord dictionary and digital automatic tuner.  

 

About Wienerworld Ltd.:  

In these days of faceless conglomerates and multinationals, Wienerworld is a company who can give the big 

corporations a good run for their money, while at the same time maintaining a personal, feet-on-the-street 

approach to the home DVD and entertainment business. Wienerworld's roster of major league music DVD 

artists includes Queen, Rod Stewart, Thin Lizzy, Bon Jovi, Scorpions, Snoop Dogg, Outkast, Public Enemy and 

many others. In addition to music video, Wienerworld  also distributes a wide variety of documentary, special 

interest and instructional DVD throughout the United Kingdom. For more information, please visit: 

www.wienerworld.com.    

 

About eMedia Music Corporation:  

eMedia Music Corporation is a software developer dedicated to producing high-quality multimedia music 

instruction software and DVD. eMedia's flagship titles are the best-selling eMedia Guitar Method and eMedia 

Piano & Keyboard Method. eMedia also produces Guitar Songs, Blues Guitar Legends, and eMedia Bass 

Method. As well as developing music software, eMedia also distributes EarMaster Pro, an ear training software 

program; Guitar Pro, a popular guitar notation program; and PG Music’s Band in a Box, an accompaniment 

program used by musicians and students alike.  eMedia's titles have been critically acclaimed by sources such 

as Newsweek, Guitar World and PC Magazine. eMedia products are available in computer and music retail 

stores worldwide, online outlets and sold with some of the finest guitars and keyboards.   
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